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1 Introduction 

In this paper I endeavor to give a broad description of 
Koine Greek relative clauses. My database consists pri
marily of the Greek New Testament (Marshall and Nestle 
1960). I begin by pointing out that Koine uses the strategy 
of relative pronouns in all relative clauses (Sect. 2). 
This section is followed by a description of the other ways 
in which relative pronouns are used besides introducing a 
relative clause (Sect. 3) . In section 4, I discuss the 
position of the relative clause with respect to its head, 
arguing that only postnominal and internally headed relative 
clauses occur. Finally, in section 5, I give a description 
of the types of internally headed relative clauses (IHRCs) 
found in Koine and note three instances where they function 
adverbially. 

Although this paper for the most part does not deal 
with formal syntax, I have noted several potential problem 
areas for current transformational syntax. 
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2 Strategies employed 

Every relative clause in Koine Greek is introduced by a 
relative pronoun. Whereas many languages utilize different 
strategies for relativizing different types of nominals, 
e.g., obliques as opposed to subjects, Koine uses the same 
type of strategy for all nominals. This is exemplified in 
the data below. In (1) we have subject relativization: 

( 1 ) Acts 1 : 2 3 

Kai 
and 

.,,, 
E:O'"tflOaV 
they set 

Boo, 
two 

'Icootjcp 
Joseph 

' "tOV 
the 

Ka11.ouµe:vov 
being called 

BapaaJ3J3<iv 
Barsabbas 

[ oc;; 1 e1te:1e11. 11011 
RP:NOM was surnamed 

9 !oua"to<;], 
Justus 

Kat' 
and 

Ma88f.av. 
Matthias 

'And they appointed two, Joseph, called Barsabbas, 
who was surnamed Justus, and Matthias.' 

In (2) we have object relativization: 

(2) Acts 1: 4 

' Kat. 
and 

auva11.1.~6µavo<; 
meeting with 

napi,yye:1.11.e:v 
he charged 

au"tot<; 
them 

dno 
from 
, 

' e!EpOOOA.Uµ(a)V 
Jerusalem 

µ11 x(a)p{~aa8at. 
not to depart 

d11.11.d 
but 

1tap1.µe:ve:1.v "t'llV 

e1tayya11. {av 
promise 

µou], 
of me 

"tOU 
of the 

' 1ta"tpo<; 
father 

to await the 

9 , , 

111eouaai;a [riv 
RP:ACC you heard 

'And meeting with them He charged them not to depart 
from Jerusalem, but to wait for the promise of the 
Father which you have heard from me.' 

In (3) we have indirect object relativization: 

(3) Hebrews 7: 4 

ee:(a)pe: t "te: 
Behold 

Be 
but 

1t11A. { 1CO<; 
how great 

ooi:o<;, [ 
this 

i 
RP:DAT 

{ Kat.'} 
also 
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a tenth 

'Af3padµ 
Abraham 

o n;a,:puxpxT1c;]. 
the patriarch 
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EBCa>KEV 
gave 

EK 
of 

"tfiV 
the 

d1epo81. vt.'Ca>v 
spoils 

'Behold how great this man was to whom the patriarch 
Abraham gave a tenth of his spoils.' 

And in (4) we have oblique relativization: 

(4) Acts 20: 18 

e 
Ca><; 
when 

Be 
but 

, 
napayevov,:o 
they came 

n;pdc; 
to 

, ' au,:ov 
him 

81.TJtEV 

he said 

au,:o[c;· 
to them 

en;{a,:aaee, 
understand 

, 

, ' ano 
from 

e , 
Tlµepac; 
day 

[a<p, i,c; €JtEf3TlV e1.c; ,:tjv 'Aat.av] 
the Asia from RP:GEN I set foot in 

'you understand that from the first day on which I 
set foot in Asia' 

There are, however, some curious examples where other 
strategies are used in combination with the relative 
pronoun. Consider Mark 7:25: 

(5) Mark 7:25 

<IA.A. 9 eu8uc; 
9 , 

a1eouaaaa ' ' YUVTl Jtept. 
, -au,:ou, 

but immediately hearing woman about him 

[~c; e!xev ,:o euya,:p1.ov au,:nc; nveuµa a1edeap,:ov] 
RP:GEN had the daughter of her spirit unclean 

e:A.8oooa 
coming 

, 
1tpoae1te:aev 
fell 

' n;poc; 
at 

' ,:ouc; 
the 

1t0Bac; 
feet 

9 -au,:ou· 
of him 

'But immediately, a woman hearing about Hirn, whose 
daughter had an unclean spirit, came and fell at His 
feet.' 

Here we have a relative pronoun ~c; that is the 
possessor of the NP ,;o 8uya.,:p1.ov 'the daughter'. Notice, 
however, that the same NP also has a pronominal possessor 
au,:nc; 'her'. This is what has traditionally been described 
as a "pleonastic" or "redundant" pronoun. Such a 
construction, was attested, but rare, in classical Greek. 
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Its more frequent usage in the New Testament (although it is 
still used sparingly, see Appendix B) may be related to the 
frequency of use in the LXX (the Septuagint, a third century 
translation of the Hebrew Old Testament). In the LXX, this 
is clearly due to a literal following of the Hebrew text, 
where pleonastic pronouns are common. Presumably, out of 
reverence for the text, and since the usage was not unknown 
in Greek, these passages were translated literally. For 
examples of this in the LXX see Gen. 1:11, Ex. 6:26, Num. 
13:33; 35:25. 

(6) Exodus 6:26 

ou~oc; "Aapoov 
this Aaron 

' 1eat MCl)ua11c;, [o{c; etTnev " -au~otc; 
and Moses RP:DAT said to them 

e 
0 
the 

8eoc; 
God 

e~awawetv ~ouc; 
to bring out the 

e,c y~c; Aiyun~ou] 
out of the land of Egypt 

Uteouc; "Iapaf'1'A, 
sons Israel 

'This is Aaron and Moses to whom God said to bring 
the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt.' 

This presents a difficult structural problem. What is 
the D-Structure of examples such as (6)? The relative 
pronoun o{c; and the pronoun replacer au~otc; 'them', if both 
present at D-Structure, would occupy the same node. This is 
clearly unacceptable. There is evidence, however, that 
relative pronouns in Koine are actually relative specifiers. 
This would eliminate the problem of two constituents filling 
one node. 

The redundant use of a pronoun replacer is not the only 
such "pleonasm" found in Koine relative clauses. There is 
one example in the New Testament where in addition to the 
relative pronoun, there also appears to be noun retention, 
i.e., the head noun is present both in the matrix clause and 
in the embedded clause. 

(7) 2 Corinthians 10:13 

e - Be " • ' 91' 1eauxT1ao'µe8a a"'>..'A.a' f'1µet<; OU1C ate; ~a aµe~pa 
we but not in the excess will boast but 

' ' 
, 

~OU 
, 

1ea~a ~o ~a~pov 1eavovoc; 
according to the measure of the length 

[ou eµeptaev ~µtv d 0eo'c; µe~pou) e<pt1Cea0at 
RP:GEN divided to us the God measure:GEN to reach 
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axpt ' 1CQt e -Uµ(l)V. 

as far as even you 

'But we will not boast in excess, but according to 
the measure of length which God has given to us, to 
reach even to you.' 

This verse is problematic in several ways. First of 
all, we have the unusual retention of the head noun in the 
relative clause in addition to the presence of the relative 
pronoun. To complicate matters more, both are "attracted" 
to the case of the genitive NP that modifies the antecedent, 
i.e., the relative pronoun has assumed the case of its 
antecedent. (The verb µep{t(I) 'to divide', excluding cases 
of attraction, takes its object in the accusative case.) 

3 Idiomatic usages of relative pronouns 

In order to give a thorough account of the relative 
clauses found in the New Testament, it is necessary to 
mention several instances where the relative pronoun is used 
idiomatically. In some cases it is not even used to 
introduce a relative clause. Each of these cases is listed 
in the appropriate Appendix with the references in which 
they occur in the New Testament. Traditional grammarians 
have used both the term "relative phrase" and "idiomatic 
phrase" to describe these constructions, although in the 
case of interpretative relative "phrases" they are clearly 
relative clauses. 

3.1 Interpretative relative "phrases" 

There are three constructions that fall under the 
category of interpretative relative "phrase", which in fact 
is a type of non-restrictive relative clause. All use a 
neuter nominative relative pronoun and are distinguished 
according to which of the following verbs they use: e:01:tv 
'is' (most common), epµ~veuei;at 'is translated', or Aeye1:at 
'is called'. The latter two are used exclusively in John's 
Gospel, although he utilizes o eoi;tv (plus a verb) as well. 
All three are used to elaborate on the meaning of the 
antecedent. Consider these three examples from John. 

(8) John 1:38 

T et1tav " -au,:~· o{ 
the:PL 

ae 
and they said to him 

pat3t3t', 
Rabbi:MASC 

ccr 
RP:NOM 

Aeyei;at µe8epµ~veu6µevov 
is called being interpreted 

8t8ao1eaAe], 1tou 
Teacher where 
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'And they said to him, "Rabbi, 
'Teacher'), where are you staying?"' 

(9) John 1:41 

eup111eaµev co 

(which means 

" EO"ttV 
we have found 

"tOV 
the 

Meaa{av, 
Messiah:MASC RP:NOM is 

be8epµ~veu6µevov 
eing interpreted 

XPta"toc;]. 
Christ 

'"we have found the Messiah," (which means Christ). 

(10) John 1:42 

au 1CA~811an K~cpcic;, (o epµ~VEUE"tat 
you shall be called Cephas:MASC RP:NOM is translated 

Ila"tpoc;]. 
Peter 

'"you shall be called Cephas" (which is translated 
Peter). 

While interpretative relative "phrases" most often 
elaborate on the meaning of an antecedent that is a proper 
name, they are not limited to such. Consider (11): 

(11) Mark 15:16 

oi 
the 

Be 
but 

auAfic;, 
court:FEM 

a"tpa"ttci>"ta 1. 
soldiers 

cbt11yayov 
led away 

" au"tov 
him 

co 
RP:NOM 

EO"ttV 
is 

1tpa1. "tC.Spt.ov] 
praetorium 

"' EOCI> 
inside 

"trfc; 
the 

"But the soldiers led him away inside the court, 
which is the praetorium" 

For an exhaustive list of the examples found in the New 
Testament see Appendix C. 

3.2 Conjoining relative phrases 

I have placed two kinds of constructions under this 
heading following Robertson (1934). The first is formed by 
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combining the preposition ev 'in, on, etc.' with a dative 
masculine relative pronoun. This can be either singular or 
plural, resulting in the adverbial meanings 'while' or 
'meanwhile'. Consider these examples: 

(12) Luke 5: 34 

µ~ Buvaa8E ~OU<; ULOU<; ~OU vuµqxivo<; 
not you are able the sons of the bride-chamber 

9 T e , 9 9-

~ o vuµ~to<; µa,: au~wv 
in RP:DAT the bridegroom with them 

801:l V 7t0Upat 
is to make 

vrp~aooat; 
to fast 

'Are you able to 
bride-chamber fast, 
them?' 

make the children of 
while the bridegroom is 

the 
with 

(13) Luke 12: 1 

'Ev ot<; e1ttauvax8etamv ~IDV µuptaBwv ~O\J OXAOU 
in RP:DAT:PL being assembled the myriads the crowd 

'Meanwhile, 
assembled' 

as a multitude of a crowd was 

Of course, not all instances of this combination are 
idiomatic usages; some are normal relative clauses modifying 
an antecedent. 

(14) Matthew 3:17 

ou~o<; 
this 
[ev 
in 

, 
eO~LV 
is 

~ 
RP:DAT 

" " 0 ULO<; 
the son 
euB61e11aa] 
I am well 

" µou 
of me 

0 
the 

pleased 

dyam,~o<;. 
beloved 

'This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased.' 

There are other examples that are less clearcut than 
those listed above and in Appendix D that some might want to 
include in this category. 

The second construction coming under this heading is 
formed by combining the preposition av~{ 'for, instead of, 
etc! with a genitive plural relative pronoun. The semantic 
force of the relative phrase being something like the 
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English "because". This is illustrated below: 

(15) Luke 12:3 

&.ve· T e, s ,;fi 
, 

CiJV oaa EV 01C01;t.q. 
for RP:GEN:PL as many things as in the darkness 

at'1tai:ae:v ,;4} ' dKoua8rpai:at.. q>Cl)l;t. 

you said in the light will be heard 

'Because as many things as you said in the darkness 
will be heard in the light.' 

Other examples of this construction can be found in 
Luke 19:44 and Acts 12:23. 

3.3 Demonstrative relative phrases 

In this relative phrase the relative pronoun is 
combined with µav/Be (particles used to introduce clauses 
that contrast, µav being the particle that introduces the 
first clause) to give the semantic force of "the one/the 
other" or "some/other". 

(16) Matthew 21:35 

Kai Aa~6vi;a~ oi yaCiJpyot 
and taking the husbandmen 

i;ou~ BOUAOU~ 
the slaves 

at.hou 
of him 

ov µev eBatpav 
,,,...__,,,._,.,,,_..,""'="=-"---RP: AC C: SING some they flogged 

e, 
ov 
RP:ACC:SING other 

&.1taK"tEt. vav. 
they killed 

av 
RP:ACC:SING other 

EAt.8o~oAT)Oav. 
they stoned 

'And the husbandmen, taking his slaves, flogged one, 
killed another, and stoned another.' 

The reader should notice that the relative pronouns do 
not individually agree in number with their antecedent, 
i.e., three "singular" relative phrases have been used to 
modify a plural antecedent. 

This construction is virtually identical 
semantics to the combination of the article and 
Romans 14: 2 is a perfect example of the 
interchangeability of the two constructions. 

in its 
µev/Be. 

apparent 
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Romans 14:2 

oc; ' 
, 

qxxyat.v miv,:a µav Jtt.O'l:El>et. 
RP:NOM:SING the one believes to eat all 

e Be: daeav<i>v Adxava e'aet.'at. 0 
the other being weak herbs eats 

'One man believes he may eat anything, another, who 
is weak, eats only herbs.' 

The first clause uses the relative pronoun oc; plus µev, 
while in the second part of this µe:v/Be construction the 
article o is used with Be:. 

In demonstrative relative phrases the relative pronoun, 
in combination with µe:v/Be:, functions as a type of nominal. 
Notice that in (16) the verbs Bepm 'flog', aJtOK'l:E{vm 'kill', 
and 1'.t.80~01'.e;m 'stone' are not part of a relative clause 
introduced by the relative pronoun but rather are conjoined 
VPs in the matrix clause. This is true in all examples of 
demonstrative relative phrases. For an exhaustive list of 
the examples of this construction in the New Testament see 
Appendix E. 

3.4 Other relative phrases 

There are other constructions similar to those 
mentioned above that could possibly be included as relative 
phrases. However, since the evidence that they are 
idiomatic usages is less clear, I wi!l only mention them in 
passing. 

A dative relative pronoun combined with ovoµa (in the 
nominative case) is the formula for ascribing a name to the 
antecedent. This usage seems to be a typical example of 
what has been called the "dative of possession" by 
traditional grammarians. 

(18) Luke 1:26 

JtOAt.V ,:~c; raAt.1'.a{ac; n ovoµa 
city of Galilee ~RP=-:=oA...-=T-:=s=r=N=G---n-a~m~e-
'a city of Galilee, named Nazareth' 

Natape9 
Nazareth 

Further examples of this construction can be found in 
Luke 1:27; 2:25; 8:41; 24:13 and Acts 13:6. 

Another possible example is the combination of the 
preposition d1t6 'from' with a relative pronoun. However, it 
is difficult to call this an idiomatic phrase since the 
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relative pronoun varies in gender. It seems to agree with 
an implicit head noun, perhaps nµepa 'day, time', which is 
feminine, in some instances (e.g. , Luke 7 : 4 5) , and XP6voc; 
'time'. which is masculine, in others (e.g., Luke 13:25). 

(19) Luke 7:45 

e, 
aU"'tTJ 
she 

ae dcp" ,j'c; 
but -f~r-om~-RP,,,,,_:FEM:GEN 

ei'at;A,Sov 
I entered 

OU Bt.eA.et.JteV 
not ceased 

,cai;acpt.A.ouaa 
fervently kissing 

' µou i;ouc; 
of me the 

1t6aac; 
feet 

'But she has not ceased from the time when I entered 
to kiss my feet.' 

(20) Luke 13:25 

" " 
e, ,., 

fiom 
ou av 
RP:MASC:GEN-IND 

eyepen 
is risen 

e 
0 

the 
o 1.",coaea1to'i;11c; 
house master 

'From the time when the house master rises' 

The positing of these antecedents is, however, somewhat 
speculative. Of course, even if this should be called an 
instance of an idiomatic phrase, there are numerous examples 
where the combination of a1t6 with a relative pronoun is used 
in the normal way to modify an antecedent. 

4 Position of the head noun with Koine relative clauses 

At first glance Koine appears to be peculiar cross
linguistically in that it seems to have evidence of all 
three relative cl.fuse types: prenominal, postnominal and 
internally-headed. The postnominal type is by far the most 
common, encompassing more than 95% of the relative clauses 
found in the New Testament. Other than those listed in 
Appendix A, all relative clauses in the corpus are 
postnominal. The following examples illustrate the 
construction: 

(21) John 2:22 

" , E1tt.a"'teuaav 
they believed 

[ov 
RP:ACC 

el1tev 
said 

"'tfi ypacpfi 
the. scripture 

e 
0 
the 

"I TJO"OU<;] 
Jesus 

Ka"L 
and 

,;<j 
the 

A.oy~ 
word 

'they believed the scripture and the word which 
Jesus had said.' 
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I 

=/ ""'-N I 

I/~ 
e I/~ 
exLa~eu!avN~!~ 

they believed/"'"- a~~"-= 
1;11 rpaq>11 o "N 
the scripture ~ID _/ ~ 

the~;~v~ 
ov ELXEV O I110ou~ 3 

RP:ACC said the Jesus 

(23) 1 Corinthians 4:17 

(24) 

flux ~ou~o 
because of this 

co~ 
RP:NOM 

9 
EO~LV 
is 

9 ' au~o 
very 

µou 
my 

.., 
eneµ\jla 
I sent 

~EKVOV 
child 

e -uµLv 
to you 

drax11i;ov] 
beloved 

TLµo8eov 
Timothy 

'Because of this very thing I sent Timothy to you 
who is my beloved child' 

I 

=/ ""'-N I 
I / "- = 
e I "v 

/~ 
I -/ ""'-exeµ"'~N C 

I sent/ ""' / ""' 
TLµo8eov o~ eoi;iv µou ~e1evov 
Timothy RP:NOM is my child 
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In both (21) and (23) the bracketed relative clause 
follows the head noun which it modifies. This, however, is 
not always the case. Consider (25) below, which appears to 
contain a prenominal relative clause: 

(25) Luke 24:1 

,;fl Be µuj i;ci>v aaJ3J3ai;C1>v op8pou J3a8e<a><; 
the but one the week while still very early 

9 ' ' µvfjµa ,i11.eov 
, 

EJtt. i;o cpepouaat. 
upon the tomb they came carrying 

ca ,;i;o{µaaav] dJtCa>µai;a 
RP:ACC they prepared spices 

'But on the first day of the week, while it was 
still very early, they came upon the tomb carrying 
the spices which they had prepared.' 

Robertson (1934:718), however, lists this as an example 
of what is today called an internally headed relative 
clause. Thus he would bracket the verse as (26): 

(26) Luke 24:1 

,:fl Be µt.g i;ci>v aal3 J3ai;C1>v op8pou J3a8eC1>c; 
the but one the week while still very early 

9 ' ' µvfjµa ,i11.eov 
, 

EJtt. ,:o cpepouaat. 
upon the tomb they came carrying 

ca e , 
111:01.µaaav d1troµai;a] 

RP:ACC they prepared spices 

'But on the first day of the week, while it was 
still very early, they came upon the tomb carrying 
the spices which they had prepared.' 

The question, then, is whether we treat this example 
and others like it as having structure (27) as a prenominal 
relative clause or, as having structure (28)as an internally 
headed relative clause: 
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I 

=/ ""'-N I 

I /"'-= e I V 

-/~ 
/v""' c/ ~ 

~A8ov ~epouaai~""' an~µa~a 
they came carrying spices 

a ~~oiµaaav 
RP:ACC they prepared 

(28) 
I 

=/ ""'-N I 

I /"'-= 
e I / 1 

/ ""' c ~A8ov ~epouaat /"" 
they came carrying 

a ~~oiµaaav an~µa~a 
RP:ACC they prepared spices 

With this example, and in fact in all the possible 
examples of prenominal relative clauses, there is no way to 
give a definitive answer, based on the data, as to whether 
it is a prenominal or internally-headed relative clause. 
The reasons for this are simple: whether the head is a 
constituent of the relative clause or the matrix clause it 
would receive the same case marking in most of the examples. 
In the remaining examples the case marking could be 
attributed to attraction. Romans 16: 2 is one of the most 
likely candidates for a prenominal RC, but it can still be 
analyzed as an IHRC. 

( 2 9) Romans 16: 2 

nap~i;~e 
you may stand by 

xPfitn 

au~fi EV 
her in 

, 

cJ av 
RP:DAT-IND 

npayµa~t 
she may have need of thing:DAT 

UµCl>V 
of you 

'you may stand by her in whatever thing she might need. 1 
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In this verse the head 1tpa1µa'l:t. 'thing' is clearly 
getting its dative case marking from the preposition ev 'in, 
on, etc.', which would appear to be in the matrix clause 
(although this too is subject to debate since ev could be in 
SPEC of C having been pied piped by the moved Wh-phrase). 

Although some linguists have posited that Koine does in 
fact have prenominal RCs, e.g. , Friberg (cited in Cal low 
1983a: 34-36) ,, all verses that are putative examples of 
prenominal RCs can be analyzed as IHRCs. It should be noted 
that the opposite is not true, i.e., all putative examples 
of IHRCs cannot be analyzed as prenominal RCs. Cross
linguistically, prenominal RCs have never been observed to 
use relative pronouns as a relativization strategy (Maxwell 
1979:364); yet all the Koine RCs that Friberg posits as 
prenominal use a relative pronoun. Friberg' s analysis of 
basic word order in Koine also indirectly provides 
counter-evidence to his prenominal RC analysis. He presents 
strong evidence for positing VSO as the basic word order in 
Koine. Typologists, however, have observed that postnominal 
RCs are almost without exception the only strategy found in 
verb-initial languages (Shopen 1985:144). 

Neither of these are strong arguments against the 
prenominal RC analysis; however, before making claims that 
go against the cross-linguistic norm, a reasonably strong 
argument or presentation of strong evidence should be 
produced. This has not been done,4 nor do I believe it is 
possible, in the case of Koine RCs. 

On the other hand, we must deal with the fact that 
IHRCs have been observed exclusively in SOV languages 
(Keenan 1978:44). Of those who have proposed an analysis of 
Koine basic word order, none have posited that it is sov. 
Thus the fact that IHRCs are present in Koine is as 
typologically odd as the putative prenominal RC examples--at 
least in terms of word order typology. Here, however, the 
fact that Kaine has IHRCs (in the traditional sense) is 
undisputed. I have therefore chosen to treat all putative 
prenominal RCs as IHRCs. 

Additionally, I might note that the majority of the 
traditional Greek grammarians have treated what appear to be 
prenominal RCs as IHRCs (e.g., Robertson 1934:718; Blass and 
Debrunner 1961:154). 
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4.1 Extraposition 

Finally, we should note that Koine relative clauses may 
optionally be extraposed. For the purposes of this paper it 
is not necessary to give a detailed account of this 
phenomenon but simply to note its occurrence. An example of 
extraposition is found in Hebrews 7:13. 

(30) Hebrews 7:13 
cpuA gc e"tepa<; 
tri e another 

µe"tEoXf11CEV, 
he belongs 

[acp 9 

from 
ric 
RP:GEN 

XpOOE<JX~KEV "t~ 9uatacn:~p{~] 
has devoted himself to the altar 

ou9ae t 'c;; 
no one 

'He belongs to another tribe from which no one has 
devoted himself to the altar.' 

In (30) the relative clause has been postposed to 
follow the verb phrase. 

5 Internally headed relative clauses 

There is a phenomenon in Koine that has been variously 
described by traditional grammarians as "incorporation", 
"assimilation", "transposition", etc. of a head noun into 
the relative clause. This corresponds to the linguistic 
notion of an internally-headed relative clause (IHRC). An 
exhaustive list of those verses exhibiting this phenomenon 
can be found in Appendix A. Mark 4:24 is a good example. 

(31) Mark 4:24 

EV 
with 

cce 
RP:DAT 

µe"tp~9tpe"tat 

µs"tp~ 
measure 

it shall be measured 

µe"tpet"te] 
you measure 

uµt'v 
to you 

'With the measure with which you measure, it shall 
be measured to you.' 

We need to consider what it is that makes this an IHRC. 
Our first clue comes from the position of the head noun in 
relation to the relative pronoun. The relative clause in 
Koine always has a relative pronoun in the clause-initial 
position. Anything that follows the relative pronoun is 
thus a constituent of the embedded clause. Secondly, we 
notice that there is no overt head external to the relative 
clause. 

IHRCs in Koine can be subdivided into various 
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categories. The first of these contains IHRCs that function 
as adverbials. 

5.1 Adverbial internally-headed relative clauses 

There are three types of adverbial IHRCs: manner, 
reason, and time. 

5.1.1 Manner. The construction ov "'tp6nov 'in the manner in 
which' functions as a manner adverbial. This construction is 
found in the following verses: Matthew 23:37, Luke 13:34, 
Acts 1:11; 7:28; 15:11; 27:25, and 2 Timothy 3:8. Consider 
the following example: 

(32) Acts 27:25 

OU"'t(I)<; 
thus 

ecrtat. 
it will be 

1eae" 
in 

11.e:11.rt11.TJ"'ta{ µot.] 
it has been spoken to me 

[ov 
RP:ACC 

"'tponov 
manner 

'thus it will be in the manner in which it was 
spoken to me.' 

The preposition here has been elided from 1ea"'ta to ,ca8", 
a very common practice in Greek. This phrase is always used 
with both the relative pronoun and the head noun in the 
accusative case. The preposition is optional to the 
construction occurring only in Acts 15:11 and 27:25. 
Matthew 23:37 is an example where the preposition is absent. 

(33) Matthew 23:37 
, 

noaa1e1.c; " -en1.cruva7a7e 1. v 
how often 

n8e11.naa 
I wished to gather 

"ta 
the 

aou, 
of you 

, 
voaat.a 
young 

[ov "'tponov 
RP:ACC manner 

onvt.c; 
bird 

" , en1.cruva7e1. 
gathers 

aotijc; 
of her 

ond "tac; 
under the 

1t"'tepu7ac;] 
wings 

"'t£1eva 
children 

'\ "'ta 
the 

'How often I wanted to gather your children in the 
manner in which (as) a bird gathers her young under 
her wings.' 

5.1. 2 Reason. A second adverbial construction is B1." rfv 
a{"'t{av 'the reason for which'. This IHRC, which functions 
as a reason adverbial, can be found in the following verses: 
Luke 8:47, Acts 22:24, 2 Timothy 1:6,12, Titus 1:13, and 
Hebrews 2: 11. 
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(34) Luke 8:47 

t8oooa 
seeing 

ae 
and 

,; yuv11 01:1. 
that 

OUK 
not 

E~8EV 
the woman she was hidden 

, 
i:peµouaa 
trembling 

11A8EV 1eai 
she came and 

1tpomtEaoooa 
falling before 

aui:ce 
him 

81.,. 
for 

[fiv aii:{av 
RP:ACC cause 

aJtT)')''YEl.AEV 
declared 

,. , 
EVIDJt1.0V 
before 

,;'lla,:o 
she touched 

' navi:o<; 
all 

1:0\J 
the 

aui:ou] 
him 

Aaou 
people 

'And the woman, seeing that she was not hidden, came 
trembling and falling before him declared before all 
the reason for which she had touched him.' 

This particular construction never occurs without the 
preposition in the New Testament. 

5.1.3 Time. The third type of adverbial IHRC involves the 
relativization of a time word, e.g., ffµepa 'day, time, 
season', 1ea1.p6c; 'time', or &lpa 'time, hour' . Of these 
three, the use of ffµepa is by far the most common, being 
found in Matthew 24:38, Luke 1:20; 17:27,29,30, John 9:14, 
Acts 1:2; 27:33, and Colossians 1:6,9. The other two are 
only found once each in the New Testament; 1ea1.p6c; in Acts 
7:20, and wpa in Luke 12:40. These are illustrated below: 

(35) Matthew 24:38 

axp1. 
until 

[ljc; 
RP:GEN 

1:TJV 1C1.f3c.>1:0V] 
the ark 

,iµepac; 
day 

ei'a~eev 
entered 

N6>E 
Noah 

,. 
E1.<; 
into 

'until the day in which Noah entered into the ark.' 

(36) Acts 7:20 

'"Ev 
at 

[~ 
RP:DAT 

1ea1.p~ eyevvnen Mc.>ucrrfc;] 
time was born Moses 

'at the time in which Moses was born' 
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(37) Luke 12: 40 

,cai 
and 

uµetc;; 
you 

ylvea8E 
be 

e,;01.µ01., 
prepared 

0~1. 
because 

[ti cJpg. 
RP:DAT hour 

oi> Bo,ceti;e] 
not you think 

0 uioc;; '1;0\J av8pCllJCOU 
the son of man 

Ei:>xei;a1.. 
comes 

'And you, be prepared because the Son of Man comes 
in an hour which you do not expect.' 

The word ffµepa can also occur as an IHRC with the 
prepositions ev 'in, on, etc.' and dn6 'from'. 

(38) John 9:14 

~v Be aa~~ai;ov EV 
it was and sabbath in 

exo{rpev 
made 

0 9 I TIOOU<; 
the Jesus 

oq>8aAµouc;;]. 
eyes 

[ti 
RP:DAT 

rfµepg. i;o\, 
day the 

,ca~ 
and 

ave<f'lf.ev 
opened 

aui;ou 
of him 

JCTIAOV 
clay 

,;out.; 
the 

'It was the sabbath on the day in which Jesus made 
the clay and opened his eyes.' 

(39) Colossians 1:6 

aq>a 
from 

[/jc; 
RP:GEN 

11µepac;; 
day 

ri1eouaai;e 
you heard 

' ,cat. 
and 

'l;T)V xapt.v i;oO 8EOU EV cb.T18Et.'g.]· 
the grace of God in truth 

e'ke'yvCa>i;e 
fully knew 

'From the day in which you heard and fully knew the 
grace of God in truth.' 

This construction also occurs without the preposition: 

(40) Luke 17:30 

,cai;a 
according to 

i;a aui;d 
the same 

o uidc;; 
the son 

i;ou dvepC.Sxou 
the of man 

eai;at. [tl 
it shall be RP:DAT 

d1to1CaAuni;ei;a1.]. 
is revealed 

'It shall be the same way in the day in which the 
Son of Man is revealed.' 
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It is interesting to note that if the writer/speaker 
wishes to modify the time word in any way, e.g., with an 
adjective, a postnominal RC construction must be used. This 
is exemplified below: 

(41) Acts 20:18 

oµei:c; 
you 

em.cn:aa9e 
understand 

d1td 
from 

1tpc.Si;T1c; 
first 

tfµepac; 
day 

(wp 9 ;jc; 
from RP:GEN 

EJtE~TIV 
I set foot 

eic; 
in 

i;riv 9Aa1.'av] 
Asia 

'You understand that from the first day from which I 
set foot in Asia' 

Occasionally, the time word is omitted, leaving simply 
the preposition and the RP. Compare (42) with (40): 

(42) 2 Peter 3:4 

(1(1)9 

from 

O\Ji;(a)<; 
thus 

enc; l'ap 
RP:GEN for 

ol Jtai;epec; 
the fathers 

BLaµeVEL 
remains 

a1t 9 

from 
dpxfic; 
beginning 

EKOLµn9f10av], 1tdvi;a 
fell asleep all 

, 
K'l;U:JE(a)<; 
of creation 

'From (the day) when the fathers died, all things 
remain as they were from the beginning of creation.' 

5.2 Other types 

The remainder of the IHRC examples do not fall into any 
obvious category. First of all, we have those that are 
"normal" in terms of what has been attested in other 
languages. Two of these are the parallel passages to Mark 
4: 24 (29); namely Matthew 7: 2 and Luke 6: 38. The three 
other basic IHRCs are found in Matthew 10:11, Hebrews 7:14 
and 1 Peter 1:10. 

(43) Matthew 10:11 

[e{c; 
into 

ffv (B 9
) av 

RP:ACC-(and)-IND 

e{ae1'.8T1i;e], 
you might enter 

JtOA.LV 
city 

ti 
or 

'And into whatever city or village you might 
enter' 
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(44) Hebrews 7:14 

[etc; ffv 
as to RP:ACC 

cpu?i.nv 
tribe 

MIDoofjc; eACi?i.rpev] 
Moses spoke 

86 

Jtep~ 
concerning 

iepeIDv 
priests 

ou'aev 
nothing 

'the tribe of which Moses spoke nothing concerning 
priests' 

(45) 1 Peter 1:10 

[JtEpt. 
concerning 

e~11pauvriaav 
searched out 

~c; 
RP:GEN 

OID"t11P {ac; 
salvation 

1tpocpfj"tat. 
prophets 

e~et11"trpav 
sought out 

,cat:' 
and 

'concerning the salvation which the prophets sought 
after and searched for' 

Second, we have a small set of IHRCs that present us 
with some peculiar case marking facts. Consider the 
following two examples: 

(46) Luke 3:19 

JtEP t. Jtl'lV"tIDV [ clv 
cone. all:GEN RP:GEN 

e1to{rpev 1tov11p<Ev o 1lpciB11c;] 
had done evils:GEN the Herod 

'concerning all the evil things which Herod had 
done.' 

(47) Luke 19:37 

1tepi 1taaii>v [clv elaov BuvdµeIDv] 
cone. all:GEN RP:GEN they saw powerful deeds:GEN 
'concerning all the powerful deeds which they saw.' 

Notice in these two examples there are two factors that 
lead us to analyze the head noun as an internal head. 

The primary evidence comes from their physical 
position. They are definitely inside the relative clause; 
the relative pronoun and verb are adjacent on the left and 
the subject NP of the relative clause is adjacent on the 
right. 

There is, however, a 
presented by these examples. 

peculiar case marking 
Consider example (46). 

fact 
The 
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verb 1to1.ec.> 'do' subcategorizes for a direct object in the 
accusative case. However, the head noun xov~pii>v 'evils' is 
in the genitive case. It is therefore not case marked as 
the direct object of the relative clause. Furthermore, 
neither the syntax nor the semantics of the relative clause 
allow xov~pii>v 'evils' to fill any other constituent node 
within the relative clause. The only case assigner in the 
entire sentence that assigns genitive case is the 
preposition xept 'concerning'. The enigma that faces us, 
then, is that while the head noun xov~ii>v 'evils' is in the 
right position to receive accusative case marking from the 
verb of the relative clause it is somehow receiving genitive 
case marking from the preposition xept 'concerning' which 
is external to the relative clause. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper I have sought to provide the reader with 
a concise typology of Koine relative clauses. I have shown 
that the Koine relative pronoun is used in various ways 
other than within the relative clause. I have shown that 
Koine has two types of relative clauses in terms of the 
order of the head noun in relation to the relative clause, 
namely postnominal and internally-headed. I argued that all 
putative examples of prenominal RCs can be analyzed as 
IHRCs. Finally, I illustrated the peculiar case marking 
facts presented by Koine IHRCs. 

Appendices 

APPENDIX A 

EXAMPLES OF INTERNALLY HEADED RELATIVE CLAUSES 

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

MATTHEW l. CORINTHIANS 

GEN--24:38 ACC--7:39 
DAT--7:2,2; 24:44 
ACC--10:11; 23:37 2 CORINTHIANS 

MARK GEN--10:13 

NOM--6:11 GALATIANS 
DAT--4:24 
ACC--2:19; 6:16; ACC--2:10, 18; 4:1 
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GEN--1:4; 1:20; 3:19; 17:27; 
19:37 

DAT--6:38; 12:40; 17:29,30 
ACC--8:47; 9:4; 10:5,8,10; 

13:34; 24:1 

.ilQ!Ui 

.DAT--9:14; 11:6 
ACC--1:45; 3:32;5:38; 

6:14,29; 8:26; 17:3; 

GEN--1:2; 25:18; 27:33 
DAT--7:20; 21:16 
ACC--1:11; 7:28; 15:11,12; 

22:24; 27:25 

ROMANS 

GEN--4:17 
DAT--16:2 
ACC--7:1,19,19 

88 

COLOSSIANS 

GEN--1:6,9 

2. TIMOTHY 

ACC--1:6,12; 3:8 

TITUS 

ACC-1:13 

HEBREWS 

GEN--13:11 
ACC--2:11; 7:14 

l. PETER 

GEN--1:10 

TOTALS 

NOMINATIVE 1 
GENITIVE 15 
DATIVE 13 
ACCUSATIVE .l-6. 

65 

APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLES OF RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH REDUNDANT PRONOUNS 

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

NOM--13:19 
GEN--1:7; 7:25 

LUKE 

NOM--23:51 
GEN--3:16 
DAT--12:48,48 

~ 
ACC--15:17 

l. PETER 

NOM--2:24 

REVELATION 

GEN--13:8,12; 20:8 
DAT--7:2 
ACC--3:8; 7:9 

TOTALS 
NOMINATIVE 
GENITIVE 
DATIVE 
ACCUSATIVE 

3 
6 
3 
3 

TI 
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APPENDIX C 

EXAMPLES OF INTERPRETATIVE RELATIVE PHRASES 

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

MATTHEW 

NOM--1:23; 27:33 

NOM--3:17; 5:41; 7:11,34; 
12:42; 15:16,22,34,42 

NOM--1:38,41,42 

~ 

NOM--4:36 

COLOSSIANS 

NOM--1:24 

HEBREWS 

NOM--7:2 

REVELATION 

NOM--21:17 

TOTALS 

NOMINATIVE ll 
18 

APPENDIX D 

EXAMPLES OF CONJOINING RELATIVE PHRASES 

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

DAT--2:19 

GEN--12:3; 19:44 
DAT--5:34; 12:1; 19:13 

DAT--5:7 

~ 

GEN--12:23 
DAT--26:12 

ROMANS 

DAT--8:3 

l. PETER 

DAT--2:12; 3:16 

TOTALS 

GENITIVE 
DATIVE 

-- 3 
-- 9 

TI 
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APPENDIX E 

EXAMPLES OF DEMONSTRATIVE RELATIVE PHRASES 

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

MATTHEW l. CORINTHIANS 

NOM--13:8,8,8,23,23,23 NOM--14:2,5,5 
22:5,5 DAT--12:8 

DAT--25:15,15,15 ACC--12:28 
ACC--21:35,35,35 

2 CORINTHIANS 
MARK 

DAT--2:16,16 
NOM--4:4 
ACC--2:5,5 2 TIMOTHY 

I&KE. NOM--2:20,20 

NOM--8:5 ~ 
ACC--23:33,33 

ACC--22,23,23 
ACIS. 

ACC--27:44,44 TOTALS 

ROMANS NOMINATIVE 17 
GENITIVE 0 

NOM--14:2,5,5 DATIVE · 6 
ACC--9:21,21 ACCUSATIVE 1.5. 

38 

NOTES 

1. I use the following abbreviations and conventions 
throughout this paper: 

ACC --accusative case 
DAT --dative case 
FEM --feminine 
GEN --genitive case 
IHRC --internally-headed relative clause 
IND --indefinite 
LXX --the Septuagint 
MASC --masculine 
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NOM 
NP 
PL 
RC 
RP 
SING 

--nominative case 
--noun phrase 
--plural 
--relative clause 
--relative pronoun 
--singular 

91 

2. Koine also has what has generally been referred to as 
"free" or "headless" relative clauses. In this type of RC 
there is no overt antecedent. A good example of this is 
Matthew 10:38. 

(1) Matthew 10:38 

' Kat. 
and 

' Kat. 
and 

[oc; 
RP:NOM 

a.KOA.OUE[ 
follow 

s 
OU 
not 

)..aµ~avet. 
take 

., 

'1:0V 
the 

µou], ou1e 
me not 

€0''1:t.V 
is 

' s -a'l:aupov au'l:ou 
cross of him 

µou ~t.o<;. 
of me worthy 

'And (the one) who does not take his cross and follow me is 
not worthy of me.' 

This, and other, "free relatives" are characterized by 
the following phrase marker: 

(2) N 

N~ ~ (relative 

I / "" e 

clause) 

3. I will refrain from using accent or breathing marks in 
the Koine phrase markers (PMs) as this will improve the 
format of the PMs. 

4. There are a couple of other slightly different types of 
verses that might be construed as further examples of 
prenominal RCs. These come from Appendix A and include John 
3:32; 5:38; 8:26 and Galatians 2:18. In these verses there 
is no overt head noun. However, there is a noun modifier 
which follows the relative clause. I rule out the 
possibility of them being prenominal RCs for the same 
reasons that were listed in section 4. These can be treated 
as postnominal RCs with a null head since Kaine grammar 
would allow for a relative clause to occur between the head 
noun and its determiner. 
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